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ABSTRACT
The' United States Supreme Court has recently begun to

establish the -right of consumers to receive certain commercial
information and the right cf proprietors of informatioh to
disseminate Simultaneously, there is a movement under way by
administrative lawmaking todies, professional associations, and
.'citizens' groups to place advertising under a number of restrictions
in what is perceived ,as4the best interest of society. While
litigation aims at protecting commercial speech that convey
'information.about the price and nature of services and products, this
movement intends to restrict or inhibit the advertising of c rtain
products and services, especially over television. Eroaacast
sdlrertising directed to young children, or for products containing
saccharin, or promoting legal services are among those for which
.banring is being advocated by those who base their arguments on- an
increased awareness of the importance and influence of advertising in
contemporary society. Conflict between these" two opposing points of
view might be forthrming. (DP)
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The U.S..Supreme Court is .currently ia thekproces0 of establishing a

'revolutionary doctrine that assures the right of consumers to receive certin
,

InfOrmation and the right of.propiietorsof the information todisseMinate

it. In iStebliehinghis doctrine, the Court is pulling-together dicta 4con.

both "access" and commercial speech" cases. At the same time, there appears

to be a movement under way in some segments of society that, in many ways is

In direct conflict with the Court's developing doctrine. The resolution of

this, coziflict 'mays ha4e profound iMplicationti for the futureof advertising

In the United. States.

. t

The Supreme Count's Doctrine

, The first major case intheenunciation of this new .doctrine, Kleindiest

Are Mendel, flitigeted by the Courtin 1972, sprang from the denied request of

alelgian Marxist theoretician for temporary admissimm to the Uhited Settee

for the purpbse oAdrticipatingiin several academic conferences.,Mandei and
.

the group of AmeltAten_univers ty professors who wished to hear the.Belgian
b . . e*.

speak appealed the denia and contended that the First Amendment was vioiattd
, , ,

bthel StatRte,used to refuse Mandel's entry.

i ; .
_.

fl] the hiab Court denied Mandel's right to enter the U.S., it taiOak
.

this opportunityto reinforce the contention of the appellees --a point the

Court itself had made in several el(lier cases:
2

, the tight of citizens to

,

reoetve information is.indeed contained within the ambit of the First Amendment,
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Ih.Many ways, Kleindiest vs. Mande in dealing with the right to receive

palitical-informionv-was-a-philosophicalveatigewof_the S4rties.___All sub-

eequent major cases in.the development of the new doctrine emanated not from

Movements to receive politicalinformation, but from ones to, receive commercial..

1

messages..., *!.

in a second major case, Bigelow v. Virsinin,
3

thel right,of a newspaper'

1

to carry certain kin4s
HN

the'first:trimepter

of advertising was at issue. Although abortion'during

pregnancy was held lawful by the U.S. Supreme Court

in 1973, thestate of. virginia continued. to enforce a'statute Which prohibited

;').

encouraging or prompting abortion through advertising. Bigelow, managing editor

of a weekly2newspaperChArlottesville carried an advertisement for a New
:1
,

York abortion service and was convicted, of violating the Virginia law.

ITreversingBigelovesconVictiontheSupreme CourrAeviated from an

earlief line of cases which had placed commercial.speec0 beyond the scope

of the First Amendment .and established the doctrine thaf.speedh is not

stripped of:its constitutional protection 'merely because it appears

form ora paid political advertisement.

Bigelqw is important not only because it'establishes protection for

i\n the

Commercial messages but also because it justifies that protection)on the basis

..,

of the:pUblies need for the information contained ;herein. In so dOing,.the

Court erases the theretofore important legal distinction between stme0h falling

into to political or publicinterest (i.e.., speech necessary far the,maintenance
;,:ii, .,

i
o diMo7Cacy) and therefore protected category, andapeech falling into the',.

commercial7(i.e.., speech not related to self-government) and therefore non-

protecied.categoky.1' Thus the Court isladmitting that at times political and

commerciaL.Speedh7may be one and.the same.
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The rationale for fording COnstitutional p ection to commercial

speech 7waare.mexamina17Sndexpanded in a third_major_caset._Virginia State.'

Board of Pharmacy v. V =anis Consumer Council.5

Pharmacists had llong been part of an elite groUp of professionals'
.

including medicaldoctori; lawyersand Certified Public Accountants, mho
i

refused to alloW their; membership to advertise theiraervicea under, pain of
--..

. ,

expulsion from the profeesional society. This prohibition on advertising by .

pharmacists was challeliged in the preSenecasebY a group ofrescription drug,
. .

<

users whiff felt that their'cOnstitutional rights rere violated by the ban.

In SuppOxting. the _Consumers' contention, the SupremeCoUrt atressS'd
0

fact that there are twoVressees of First Amendmenvprotectiont the

distiei*Aator and'thereceiver of information.

Th& Court reaffirmed this when it answered the assertionof the diesen

that no right,bi a,receive the ihformation that another wants disseminate

exists --at least not when the person ohlecting could obtain the information in

another way, in this case by calling several pharmacies and_ sking about prices. .

The Court 'said: L."We are.aware of no,genetal principle that freedom of speech
..0,.

maybeabridgedWhen-the speaker's listeners could come by his besBAge-by
,.

some other means, such as aeekingThita-out And asking him what it is. Nor have

Amikrecognlied an, such limitation on thel.ndependent right of the listener to

116
receive the information sought to be communicated.

Although the dissent in this.case semma to be focused on thC distribution

of inforMation. the Motivation
\,

behind this focus is an attitude toward commercial
.

speech. In Valentine v.-Chrestensen he iqhCOurt had ruled that speech which
. .

. .

.

isich011y commercial isoutaide the.ambiit of.theFirst Amendment. ,Although in
(4s

the thirty -four, years since that ruling,thepoUrt hadifaced thequeStion Of 7.

I
I:
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constitutional protection for ,commercial message3 several' times And had even .'
...

begun_in_recent-years-to-afford_some_such_protectiOn_to.advertisemants,ias in

Bigelow, ithad never explicitly brought commercial speech under the mantle of

/the First Amendment, partly because it had always been able to atta the

,constitutional shelter to some "editorial" element in the advertising copy.

,Bigelow, this iequirement was satisfied by the Court's belief that some

Virginians would bet1.6terested in the. Advertisement for abortion due to a

curiosity regarding the laws-of,other states.

In the Board of'Pharmacy case, because no argument was made favoriig

protection for the advertisement bssed on viewing some element in it as

editorial matter, the Court felt coppelled to face the issue'squarely.

Quoting prior cases that dealt with the issue of constitutional Orotedt/on

for commercial speech, the Court noted, "OUr question is whether speech which
r.
A. 6.

does 'no more than propose a commercial transaction,'. ..4ws so removed from

any exposition Of ideas' and from 'truth, science, morality and arts.
. .

in general, in its diffusion of liberal sentiments on the administration of

Government,'. that it lacks.all protection. Our answer is diet It does not.

Although'thIs casei.s usually remembered bedause it brought commercial

$

t Amendment protection and because it broke the harrietH'advertising under Fi

that.had kept !I:embers of professional societies from advertising, Virginia

State Board og Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council wenta long way
.

toward securing the rights of consumers interested in receiving commercial-

-messages. ite Court did this by establishing the fact that manyimericans'

interest in commercial information may be keener than their interest in

politiCal issues. And this interest may be based not only on perdbnal preference

but100'on conoMic realities: "Those whom. the suppression of prescription

drug price information.hits'the hardest are the poor, the silk, and particularly



'the aged. A'didP oportionate amount of their income tends to be spent on

prescription-
._

phaiadist to p

prices vary as tH

y-are-the_leest_able_to_learn,_by_shopping_from

cist Where theft scarce dollars are best spent. WhAn drug

dop'infOrmetion as to who is charging what becomes.more than

a convenience. I could mean the' alleviation of pain or the enjoyment of '

basicnecessitiea.

.,:The 'court men

explaining that th

precondition to af

inherent in advert

and excessive ft s

as to who As produc
0 -

What price. So,lon

.

on to upgrade the status of commercial inforimation by .

"public interest element," ordinarily considered

ording constitutional protection'to any form of speech, is

sing' of

times

ng and

as we

l'the'allocation of

private economic de

decisions,: in the ag

the free flow of c

( iddispensable to the

system, it is also-i

the sort at issue: "Advertising,.however.tasteless !

may
\t
seem, is nonetheless dissemination of information!

selling what pioduct, fOr what reasoh, and at

4
preserve a predominantly ftee.eneetprise economy,

r resources in large measure 1411 be made through numerous

isions. It is a matter of public4idteredt that those

to how that system ou

the First Amendment w

public decision.maki

regate, be intelligent and wil 1 informed. To- this end,

ercial information is indispensable. . And if it'' is

.

proper, allocation of resources in a freetentevpriee

dispensable to the'formation of intelligent opinion; as

,

ht ,to be.regulated or. altered. Therefore, even if

re)thought:to be primarily an instrument to nlighten

in a 'democracy, we could no say that'the free flow of

Anformationldoes not, serve that_goal."P

IQ thia.eloquent

the Couryseems to be

efensenf achArtisines value in a capitalistic -democracy,
,

etirini the:dichotomy it bdgot thirty-four years before

in Chrestensen'heiween peech In the publiC Interest category--speech w4ch is

necessary for the main enance of demOcracyr-and speech in the commercial

, category-= speech Which a not related to self-government. ,

7. . -

'
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Lest there be any queiiion that this was indeed -the intent of the Court,

it took-the-opportunity-to-apply the-reasoning of Virainia-State_Board-of

Pharmacy, to another set of fact*? when It adjudicated a case dealing with

advertising by attorneys,. Bates v. State Barsof Arizona.11

p.

Bates grew'out of a comRlaint filet:1'1,y the Arizona State Bar Association

againsttwo attorneys who violated a State Supreme Court disciplinary rule
.

by advertising their legal'aervices in a newspaper. The Arizona State Supreme

Court upheld the bar. association conclusion,
)

, In reversing the; decision of the high Court of Ariiona, the U.S. Supreme

Court began with an affirmation of its jy4gment in VirginiaState Board of

Pharmacy that speech should not be denied constitutional protection "merely

because it proposed a myndane commercial-transaction."12 But the Court was

not content to simply re-assert protection for commercial speech,. It went

to justify this protection by elaborating on the theme ofconsumer needs
-

4argued so effectively in the Virginia case: "The' listener's interest is

eubstanitial: the consumer's concern, for the free flow of commercial speech

often may be fai keener than his concern for urgent political dialogue*

Moreover, significant societal interests are-. served by such speech. Advertising,

thOugh.entirely commercial, ably often carry' information of import to sig-
. 4

nificant issues of the dai And. commercial speech serves to Jae= the

public of the availability, nature and prices of products and services, and

thus performs an fidispensable rolein the allocation of resources -A a free

imaterPrise,eysteZIYCitations omitted.)13

This acknowledgment on the part of the Court that when advertising

fulfills, the informational needi of consumers,it serves an "indispensable" role
s

. -N. *
in the smooth"functioning of our free enterprise system reflects the Court's

consciousness of an important fact: in the second half of the 1970'1, the
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attention of many Americans is not focused on the'philosophical/political

concerns-of-the-19601s-but-rather-is-concentrated-on the-conditions _nf_economic____

survival.

In a decision in February of 1979, .the Court, while denying the eXtension

of its new commercial speech First Amendment doctrinio the area of trade

names, took the occasion to reiterate its'Ioelfaf that commercial speech that

conveys information about the price and nature of, scvices and products is

indeed protected.
14 The Court did note that restrictions on the time, place

or manner of advertising might be,permissible.

Advertising Restrictions.

Ironically, it is at this time when the relative position ofadvertising

as a forms of free speech has been elevated and its significance noted by. the

Supreme Cdtirt that we see the growth of counter movements in several sectors.--

movements, in some instances, triggered try these very caseio'aimed at restricting

or inhibiting the advertising of certain products and services.

Although these two developments are serving opposite purposes, both

spring from the same source:' they are based on an increased awareness of the-

.-importance and influenCe of advertising in contemporary society.

Most groups or individuals attempting to curb a type'of advertising appear

to.focus their attention against radio and television commercials, apparently
.

because of a belief in the assumed power of the electronic media to Achieve,

certain effects compared to that'of the print media. The movement that most

typifies this conviction is one aimed at restraining advertising directed
,

toward children.

A number of disparate groups ;are presently lobbying to control the kinds

and number of commercials directed'toward.children. Legislatures in California
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and New York are considering laws that would regulate children's television

advertis.ing. 'the putille-interest group-Action-for-Childrenla-Television_hap

ridently received a 40,000 dale grant from the Rockefeller Fimfly Fund to

aid
-

its attempt to limit the number and kinds of advertisements broadcast
.

during Saturday morning televilion. And the National Association of Broadcasters

has asked the folmer chairman of the.Federal Communications CoMmissiOn Richard

',Wiley to update the children's television guidelines for the NAB'Television Code.

But the Organization most likely to have an impact on the exposure of

children to television commercials is the Federal,Trade Commission under the

leadership of consumer-protection-oriented Michael Pertschuk. The FTC

Chairman's drive to regulate advertising aimed at children is based on:the

desire to debunk the assumption that the standards, applied (td television

,commercials directed at children need be no different from those governing

print ads directed at adults: "Children are not sophisticated consumers. One

advertising man described the role of ads directed toward kids as 'guided

missiles.' That's a very vigorous image.-:, it raises the queStion of whether

children of 2, or 3, or 4 are

' of promotion and manipulation

ever knoww. 11 1.5

properly the subjectivof well-414veloped techniques

through the most powerful medium the world has

. .

The Federal Trade Commissioners are presently studying an. FTC staff report

on television advertising to childrenwhich.fOcuses.on co cials for products

high in sugar which are aimed at young childreh. This report suggests that

.

the Commission institute a'rulemaladi procedure to determine whether it should

(a).ban'all,television advertising aimed at children under eight years of age,

..(b) ban telCvision advertising Of products that pose a serious dental health
NI

riskftnchildren.tnider twelve 7q7 age, and tC).reqbire that advertisers

.

of.products hUlhin.sughrcOntent.b ce these commercials with nutritional

,and/or health littacloseurea paid-for by the adVertisers themselves.
16
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The staff report argues that such rules would not violate the' First

Amendment rights articulated in Bigelow, Virginia State Board of_Pharmacy and

Bates, since advertising aimed at children can Ue distinguished from other

types of commercial speech precisely because of the primary sole advertising

plays in our society: according to the FTC staff, the Supreme Court brought

commercial speech under the First Amendment because the Court viewed material

presented in the advertisements in question as ,essential to rational market

behavior. "Indeed, in those cases, individuals denied access to such information

might undergo serious personal hardships due to their inability tnpact

rationally in,the market.
"17

, . .

The staff report argues that since "children lack the maturity to,makOP' .

, *.

difficult consumer decisions based on an assessment of factual information,
"18'

coupled with the fact that (p)resent.televised advertising for sugared products

to children is also 'false,' 'misleading,' and ideceptive,"19 banningliCelevision

commerciala aimed at Children would not violate the rational-market-behavior

theory of protection for advertising propounded in Bates and.its forerunners.

Although this argument may be valid when applied to advertisements aimed :

at children, its logic cannot be emplOyed in a attempt to restrain commercial

messages aimed at adults. Two recent efforts to limit advertising of certaii

products and services provide examples of various arguments' used. vo restrict

the flow of commercial information.

The first deals with an issue analogous to-the one presently before the

FCC: a movementto restrict radio and teleVision wivertisemelits for products.

containing saccharin without banning the prddpcts themselves. In March,.1977,

the Pdre Food and Drug Administration decided that since sacciarin was determined

to be carcinogenic in laboratory tests conducted by the Canadian government,

products containing it should be removed from markets in this country beginning

in July, 1977.

r,



Decays, of gedations regarding the validity of the Canadian tests plus the

popularity of sweet but sugarless foods in America, an outcry ensued from'both

the public and the food industry. In an attempt to reach a compromise, bills

were introduced into both Houses of Congress which mandated more study of the

issue during an eighteen-month moratorium on thr product ban. An amendment

to the Senate bill called for restricted saccharin product advertising on radio

and television during the moratorium. The rationale for theamendment,

sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy, was that consumers should be told in .

advertising that productl Containing saccharin may increase the. risk of getting

cancer.

Although,both houses defeated measures to restrict saccharin' product

advertising, it should be noted that the Senate Amendment which was to require

the inclusion of a health 'Warning in all broadcast ads for artificially

sweetened OVucts.was defeated only after intense and costly lobbying on the

part of btOadcasters20 by the not -so -wide margin-Of fifty-two to forty-two.

A second Senate vote to reinstate the amendment and end all saccharin product

advertising on radio and television was defeated fifty -five to thirty..nine.
21

A second attempt to.limit the abw of commercial messages to adults is

apparent in the responses of the individual states to the aforementioned

. Bates.case.
A .

Because the.facts of Bates posed the issue.of advertising in newspapers...

the Courtnot only did not deal with the question of extending constitutional '

protection to radio-and television commercials promoting legal services but

also pointed out that "the special problems of s4vertising'on theseleitronic *

broadcast medie.will warrant special considerarion.i22 The justices left it

to statesupreme courts to stipulate procedures that attorneys who' wish to

advertise in the broadcast media should follow in grappling with the "special:

problems" of.radio and television advertising.

12
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At-its-annual,;convention in August, 1977, the. American Bar.Association
:,... :... ..,.. ., . ,

discussed- the issue, and .iecommended that the states: allow lawyers _ioladvertise

*.1ria'print media and radio but that keit the 'question 'of ;television `commercials .
, -

:n limbo,. The cone f the ABA, and that of -manyindividual lawyeic,
. -=.- '....

Appeird td be that television advertising wilid,diminish the dignity' And f -

._ .
- ,;.

praftseidnism of die law betiMise of the entertainment context df virtually

-. .i7W V

anY:c!:LeVaSio4 commercial coupled with what some. ABA members coasider'the
-vme,...'... ,,; A. :-..-. ,. .

te... i
1

-

1,.._tagplessuess of many tommeroials.

44 .A134 this writing,' only Nebraskaand Ohio have adopted rules governing

advertising by lawyers that permit radio and television commercials.'
t

Various state medical associations have begun to emulate the bar associations

in.moving to restrict certain kinds of advertising in the Wake of .I3ates. The

California Medics Association, for instance, has approved a stringent set, of

guidelines controlling print advertising and ruling out broadcast advertising
r

entirely.23 ..

Conclusion

It would seem that a number of important elements in society administrative
- .

.lawMaking bodies, various professional associations, and concerned citizen

groups are determined that advertising must' be placed under a number of

restrictions, if society is to be best served. It would also semi' that the.

Supreme Court is moving' in a direction that would culminate in the removal of

most restrictions on commercial. advertising. At some point these differing

philosophies will come into more direct confrontation, and the resolution of

that confrontation will have major implications for both advertising and the

media it supports.

f
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1 -40U.S. 753(1972).

2 "It is now well, estabiished that the Constitution protects the right
-to receive, and ideas. :'This freedom(of speech and the press)

...hecessarily,protects the right to Teceive.4-, .'' Martin V. City of
Struthers 319 U.S. 141(1943), 143. ."StanieY v. Georgia 394 U.S.
557(1909), p. 564.
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